
USE

Suitable for Indoor & covered outdoor spaces

Our new Shadowline collection of planters are designed 
for indoor environments spanning corporate, hospitality 
and breakout spaces.

Made of high grade aluminium and resting on concealed 
casters for ease of movement, each Shadowline planter 
houses between one and three 300mm sealed �ower 
buckets, suspended in a �xed mulch plate for ease of plant 
installation and maintenance. 

Shadowline is a highly contemporary collection that draws 
beauty from the interplay of positive and negative space, 
resulting in a highly minimalist style suited to modern interiors.
  

 

DIMENSIONS

L1200 x D450 x H460mm
L1200 x D450 x H600mm

MATERIALS

Powder coated zinc plated steel 
3 x 300mm sealed PPE pot

SHADOWLINE
PLANTER.

TRADE PRICE: 460mm height $1050 + GST    ORDER CODE: SHLP.L1200xD450xH460 (Specify colour)

  600mm height $1100 + GST    ORDER CODE: SHLP.L1200xD450xH600 (Specify colour)  

WARRANTY

5 Years structural warrantly

STANDARD COLOURS

BLACK GREY WHITE

OPTIONS
Custom colours available on request.

www.arkofurniture.com.au | info@arkofurniture.com.au | 0417562250

BRILLIANCE ASTEROID



USE

Suitable for Indoor & covered outdoor spaces

Our new Shadowline collection of planters are designed 
for indoor environments spanning corporate, hospitality 
and breakout spaces.

Made of high grade aluminium and resting on concealed 
casters for ease of movement, each Shadowline planter 
houses between one and three 300mm sealed �ower 
buckets, suspended in a �xed mulch plate for ease of plant 
installation and maintenance. 

Shadowline is a highly contemporary collection that draws 
beauty from the interplay of positive and negative space, 
resulting in a highly minimalist style suited to modern interiors.
  

 

DIMENSIONS

H1200 x W450 x D450mm

MATERIALS

Powder coated zinc plated steel 
1 x 300mm sealed PPE pot

SHADOWLINE
PLANTER.

TRADE PRICE: $1050 + GST   ORDER CODE: SHLP.H1200xW450xD450 (Specify colour) 

WARRANTY

5 Years structural warrantly

STANDARD COLOURS

BLACK GREY WHITE

OPTIONS
Custom colours available on request.

www.arkofurniture.com.au | info@arkofurniture.com.au | 0417562250

BRILLIANCE ASTEROID



USE

Suitable for Indoor & covered outdoor spaces

Our new Shadowline collection of planters are designed 
for indoor environments spanning corporate, hospitality 
and breakout spaces.

Made of high grade aluminium and resting on concealed 
casters for ease of movement, each Shadowline planter 
houses between one and three 300mm sealed �ower 
buckets, suspended in a �xed mulch plate for ease of plant 
installation and maintenance. 

Shadowline is a highly contemporary collection that draws 
beauty from the interplay of positive and negative space, 
resulting in a highly minimalist style suited to modern interiors.
  

 

DIMENSIONS

H450 x W450 x D450mm

MATERIALS

Powder coated zinc plated steel 
1 x 300mm sealed PPE pot

SHADOWLINE
PLANTER.

TRADE PRICE: $650 + GST   ORDER CODE: SHLP.L450xW450xH460 (Specify colour) 

WARRANTY

5 Years structural warrantly

STANDARD COLOURS

BLACK GREY WHITE

OPTIONS
Custom colours available on request.

www.arkofurniture.com.au | info@arkofurniture.com.au | 0417562250

BRILLIANCE ASTEROID


